I understand that I/we are responsible for any damage caused to this rental or damaged caused to anyone else and that 83 RV
does not cover me in any way, I understand that my insurance or I/we will pay all damages in total. Please check with your
insurance provider for coverage
I/we understand that no credits or refunds will be given due to something underperforming or not performing as there are 1000s
of mechanical devices that go into the production of an Rv. 83 RV will however allow any repair of $50.00 or less to be done
without authorization, other repairs may be made by calling 83RV for authorization so that repairs can be made as quick as
possible, making or not making repairs will not offer you any credit or refund.
I/we understand that (CDW) Collision Damage Waiver only covers the damage caused on the rented unit not any damage or
liability caused to others or yourself, you are responsible personally for that liability please check with your insurance provider for
coverage. CDW does not cover damage above the roof or below the floor as this would be considered negligence
I/we understand my security deposit may be used to cover any damage or additional costs related to this rental and I also agree
to allow 83RV to use my Credit/Debit card to collect costs exceeding my security deposit to cover additional rental charges such
as but not limited to mileage, extra days, cleaning, fuel, generator use, damage etc. I also understand this unit must be returned
at or before 11.00 AM on your return date otherwise a $100.00 per hour charge will apply unless noted prior on my rental
agreement. No refunds will be made for early returns as your rental was reserved for your full trip time and are nonrefundable
after pickup.
I/we understand that the check-out/check-in form will be used as cause to determine any body or interior damage, scratches,
window chips, and cleanliness and I/we will inspect and state any problems prior to departing on this form, I/we will be
responsible for any damage not marked and give 83RV consent to collect for damages. Payment for any damage or collision will
be expected at the returned time, your insurance company can reimburse you or we will credit you back any payments your
insurance company paid. Any damage to exterior awnings will be 100% the lessee responsibility without exception, extra care
must be taken wind, rain and tree branches may cause damage
I/we understand that I have read and accept the conditions on the front and rear of the rental agreement, and will abide by all
rules, laws and procedures. It is also understood that I/we cannot use any I Pass lane and must use cash lanes, all fines and
violations will be paid by you and hold 83RV harmless, please note this is larger vehicle and special care and awareness is
required as it can be as much 12’6”tall and much wider than standard vehicles. A $40.00 processing fee and toll fines will be
charged to your Credit Card
I/we understand that a Pre-Paid Clean Service was offered and highly suggested if not accepted I/we will completely clean the
interior and exterior including windows and any bugs, Dump Holding Tanks and return with valves open. Any return not in pristine
condition will be charged up to $400.00, Pre Paid Clean is only available prior to departure, I/we understand Pre Paid Clean does
not cover smoking, Pet hair or pet damage, staining of interior or excessive mud or sand, these items will forfeit my security
deposit

